1. Which module variable allows us to access command-line arguments that are typed in the terminal?
   (a) os.path
   (b) command.args
   (c) os.commands
   (d) sys.argv

2. Which is not a built-in function for lists?
   (a) remove()
   (b) flip()
   (c) index()
   (d) append()

3. Here is a small Python program:

```python
1 def mystery_function(my_list):
2     i = 0
3     for item in my_list:
4         i = i + 1
5         print(i)
6
def main():
7     names = ["emily", "serena", "jane"]
8     mystery_function(names)
9
10 if __name__ == "__main__":
11     main()
```

If we were to run it, what would it print to the screen?

(a) 2
(b) 3 (it will print how many items are in the list 'names')
(c) 0
(d) Nothing will be printed to the screen.